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Abstract. Customs worldwide are facing the challenge of supervising
huge volumes of containerized trade arriving to their country with resources allowing them to inspect only a minimal fraction of it. Risk assessment procedures can support them on the selection of the containers
to inspect. The Container-Trip information (CTI) is an important element for that evaluation, but is usually not available with the needed
quality. Therefore, the quality of the computed CTI records from any
data sources that may use (e.g. Container Status Messages), needs to
be assessed. This paper presents a quality assessment framework that
combines quantitative and qualitative domain specific metrics to evaluate the quality of large datasets of CTI records and to provide a more
complete feedback on which aspects need to be revised to improve the
quality of the output data. The experimental results show the robustness
of the framework in highlighting the weak points on the datasets and in
identifying efficiently cases of potentially wrong CTI records.
Keywords: quality assessment; knowledge validation; qualitative indicators; supply chain
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Introduction

The vast majority of non-bulk cargo worldwide is transported in containers. The
World Shipping Council, estimates that more than 18 million containers were
active in 2011 [5], transporting in 2014 more than 171 million TEU (Twentyfoot Equivalent Unit) of goods [12]. Due to the high volumes of containerized
trade, with big ports handling more than 80000 TEU a day [12], authorities
can physically check only a small fraction of it, limiting their capacity to detect
illegal activities and security threats. To mitigate the risks, authorities focus on
obtaining high quality information on the transported cargo to conduct effective
risk assessments.
The 2015 WCO Safe Framework of Standards [13], defines as high-risk the
cargo for which either there is inadequate information or reason to deem it as low
risk, or is indicated as such by tactical intelligence or a risk-scoring assessment
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methodology based on security-related data elements. Customs administrations
should ensure the interoperability of their IT systems by using the WCO Data
Model. This data model identifies the key information elements for the Customs risk-scoring assessment methodologies and systems. Among them, WCO
includes the container id, country of origin, place of loading, countries of routing, first port of arrival, place of discharge and date/time of arrival to the first
port in Customs territory. The reason is that for goods shipped in containers,
their route is equivalent to the container route since they are stuffed into the
container (origin of the goods), until they are stripped out of the container (final
destination of the goods). Unfortunately, poor quality information regarding the
actual route followed by a container is quite common in Customs’ declarations.
The logistics’ industry and ocean carriers have been using for quite some time
electronic records on the events and the whereabouts of the containers they handle. These records, called Container Status Messages (CSM) in WCO SAFE[13],
are generated by different participants on the logistics chain (mainly container
terminals) and are exchanged electronically to inform carriers, operators and
final customers. Unfortunately, this information is often noisy, incomplete and
non-standardized, requiring elaborated algorithms to remove the noise and improve the quality of the information. The works in [18][4][3][2] focus on how CSM
records can be processed in order to extract useful information on the routes of
the goods and assist the Customs risk management processes. The key element
proposed on them to describe the route of the goods is the Container-Trip Information (CTI) [18][4]. In [4] an algorithm is presented for the computation of
CTI records from CSMs based on Conditional Random Fields. Other algorithms,
including decision trees, can also be applied to compute the CTI records.
The value of CTI records for Customs risk management is indisputable but it
heavily depends on their quality. They are used to detect anomalies in the flow
of millions of containers, so the quality of the CTI records extracted can impact
severely the effectiveness of the risk analysis. Therefore, it is very important to
be able to evaluate the quality of the models used to extract those CTI records.
The final aim is to reduce the number of wrongly computed CTI records and
their impact on the quality of the risk assessment, allowing a more efficient usage
of the resources dedicated to container inspections by the authorities.
This paper proposes a CTI Quality Assessment Framework (CTI-QAF) that
contributes to the improvement of the CTI record computation models and facilitates their evaluation. Based on quantitative and qualitative metrics, it provides
both a way to evaluate the quality of the CTI computation model output and
a way to identify the potentially wrong CTI records. Moreover, the output of
the CTI-QAF facilitates the user to identify the CTI properties which are not
correctly computed by the model.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the related work. Section 3 formalizes the CTI representation to be used and describes the proposed
CTI-QAF framework. Section 4 shows how this framework has been applied to
assess the quality of four different case studies. Finally, Section 5 concludes the
paper and highlights the main future lines.

CTI - Quality Assessment Framework
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3

Related Work

In this work we propose a quality assessment framework for automatically calculated CTI records (CTI-QAF). CTI-QAF provides useful information to improve
the assessed CTI computation model and aims at facilitating risk assessment
procedures by highlighting potentially wrong computed CTI records.
To be able to apply proposals like [6] and [19] to use CTI in Route-based
Risk Indicators (RRIs), there is the need to develop algorithms to obtain this
information from commonly existing data sources. In [2], CSMs were used to infer
CTI records following a decision-tree like process. In [17] basic information on
the container trip (origin, first port, last port and destination) is extracted from
bill of lading documents [9]. In [4] a more sophisticated approach is proposed,
extracting information on the different stages of a container trip from CSM data
using Conditional Random Fields (see also [8] or [16]).
The assessment of the results in the above-mentioned techniques is based
on traditional metrics of performance that focus on the generic accuracy of the
proposed algorithm. They are not focused on the particularities of the domain
and they cannot detect individual problematic cases. In other domains, like in
the Part-of-the-speech tagging problem [11], one can find the usage of quality
indicators. In this case, it is useful to know not only the precision of the algorithms when tagging words but also the decision (understood as the number
of words non-ambiguously tagged [1]) or simply the sentence accuracy. Other
examples of quality indicators can be also found in the Information Retrieval
domain, as it is important to measure the document rank in web searches [7]
[10]. Such approaches are efficient in evaluating the overall quality of the information retrieval/extraction process, but they are not designed to evaluate the
quality of the resulting data for outlier-detection environments.
In contrast, this paper proposes a new operational framework (CTI-QAF)
that uses the CTI key element to formalize the goods route and proposes a set
of quantitative (generic) and qualitative (domain specific) metrics to assess the
overall quality of the model, the CTI properties and the individual CTI records.

3

CTI-Quality Assessment Framework

This section describes the proposed CTI-QAF, which is not only able to assess
the quality of CTI datasets based on domain-specific metrics, but also capable
to highlight potentially problematic CTI records. The outputs of the proposed
CTI-QAF help the user to evaluate qualitatively the CTI computation model
and to fine tune it by minimizing the number of wrongly computed CTI records.
3.1

CTI Formalization

A CTI record codifies the key route information regarding the transportation of
goods in a container from an initial location where the goods were stuffed (inserted) into the container till the final destination where the goods were stripped
(extracted) from the container. The CTI record splits the route in 5 phases:
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–
–
–
–
–

Stuffing phase, when and where got the goods stuffed in the container?
First-load phase, when and where started its maritime transport?
Transshipment phase, when and where was it transshipped (if any)?
Final-discharge phase, when and where ended its maritime transport?
Stripping phase, when and where got the goods stripped from it?

For each phase CTI encodes: a) the main location(s) involved, b) the time
period covered by the phase and c) the vessel(s) involved (if any).
Each CTI can be described using the following representation:
cti = (containerId, stuf f ing, loading, transship[], discharging, stripping)
identifying the container and collecting the relevant data of each phase:
–
–
–
–

containerID is the id that uniquely identifies a container box
stuffing=(startDate, endDate, location)
loading=(startDate, endDate, location, vessel)
transship[] is a (possibly empty) list of records in the form: transshipi =
(startDate, endDate, location, vesselIn, vesselOut), with i[1, n], n ≥ 1)
– discharging=(startDate, endDate, location, vessel)
– stripping=(startDate, endDate, location)

We consider that a CTI record is wrongly calculated if a domain expert based
on the same information would not conclude the exact same CTI record, even if
the difference is in a single field of the CTI record.
Finding the potentially wrong CTI records out of a huge CTI set is not a
trivial task when the computation model has a high precision. Random sampling
and manual evaluation by domain experts (ground-truth) is not efficient as one
would need to evaluate a very large number of CTI records before identifying
enough wrong cases. The framework proposed addresses this problem by using
qualitative metrics to identify the set of potentially wrong CTI records and using
quantitative metrics to validate the quality of the selected dataset.
3.2

The CTI-QAF

The quality assessment upon a large result-set of any model is usually performed
by defining one or more ground-truth subsets, which are then compared with the
corresponding elements from the large results-set using quantitative metrics. The
overall performance of the model can be then approximated by extrapolation.
This type of quality assessment can be adequate in cases where an overview of the
model’s precision is enough for evaluation purposes. However, in cases such as the
one discussed in this paper, we must be able to evaluate the expected impact that
those wrongly computed CTI records will have on the risk assessment process.
The proposed CTI-QAF framework provides an overall quality assessment
based on domain specific qualitative metrics, and additionally provides insight
on which aspects need fine-tuning on CTI record computation models.

CTI - Quality Assessment Framework
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The workflow, depicted in Figure 1, can be described as follows:
Input: A set of CTI records, CTIset, based on a specified computation model.
Stage A. Do a quantitative analysis on a small sample of CTIset.
A.1 Select randomly a set of CTI records (we call that set CTI-Xset).
A.2 Let experts create the ground-truth for CTI-Xset (CTI-GT-Xset).
A.3 Perform quantitative analysis by computing FDR on the complete CTI
records and Precision, Recall and F1-Score on CTI records’ phases using
CTI-Xset and CTI-GT-Xset (QT-Xresults).
A.4 In case the FDR passes a predefined FDRth threshold, further improvement of the model is recommend.
Stage B. Perform the qualitative analysis on the entire CTIset.
B.1 Apply the qualitative metrics QLM to the CTIset and extract a set of
potentially wrong CTI records, pwrongCTIset.
B.2 Order decreasingly the pwrongCTIset based on how many metrics signaled each CTI record, producing RListpwrongCTIset.
B.3 For each metric, calculate the percentage (QLMi ) of the CTI records
evaluated with it that have been detected as suspicious. If for any indicator the percentage is higher than a predefined QLTh threshold, the
further improvement of the model is recommend.
Stage C. Do a quantitative analysis on a small sample of RListpwrongCTIset.
C.1 Select the set of CTI records with highest risk according to the RListpwrongCTIset and call that set CTI-RXset.
C.2 Let experts create the ground-truth for CTI-RXset (CTI-GT-RXset).
C.3 Perform quantitative analysis by computing FDR on the complete CTI
records and Precision, Recall and F1-Score on CTI records’ phases using
CTI-RXset and CTI-GT-RXset (QT-RXresults). The results can show:
1) if the qualitative metrics properly select the RListpwrongCTIset set
and, 2) which are the weakness of the CTI computation model if any.
The next section describes the metrics used in the proposed CTI-QAF.
3.3

Quantitative and Qualitative Metrics

This section describes in detail the quantitative and qualitative metrics used in
the framework in order to assess the input CTI dataset.
Quantitative Metrics. The metrics most commonly used to measure the performance of classification models are based on confusion tables by comparison of
the classifiers’ results with the ground-truth on a sample set [15]. In CTI-QAF
we use Precision, FDR, Recall and F1-Score:
– Precision is the success rate on those elements for which the model assigned
P
a positive class and it is defined as: P recision = T PT+F
P
– False discovery rate (FDR) is the opposite of precision: F DR = 1−P recision
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QT-Xresults

> FDRth

YES

NO
YES

Stage B

Qualitative
analysis of CTI-set
(pwrongCTIset )

QLM (%)

> QLTh

NO

Stage C

Quantitative
analysis between
CTI-RXset and CTIGT-RXset

QT-RXresults

Assessment
complete

Fig. 1. Workflow of the CTI-QAF

– Recall is the coverage of real positive elements achieved by the model and it
P
is defined as: Recall = T PT+F
N
– F1-Score provides combined information about the precision and recall of the
recision·Recall
results obtained from the model and it is defined as: F 1 = 2 · PPrecision+Recall
where: TP is the number of True Positive (the classifiers resulted class coincides with the ground-truth), FP is the amount of False Positives (the classifier
does not coincide with the ground-truth) and FN stands for False Negatives
(classifier’s results that are not included in the ground-truth result set).
Qualitative Metrics We propose to use several domain-specific metrics aimed
to assess the quality of the CTI record computation model.
We split the proposed metrics into heuristic metrics and semantic indicators. The first are based on a set of threshold functions that aim to detect CTI
records outliers based on deviations from typical container trip characteristics.
The second target semantically incomplete or potentially wrong CTI records,
i.e., container trips or trip-phases having semantically incoherent properties.
The heuristic metrics defined below are based on the duration of the different
parts of the trip and the number of transshipments.
– Abnormally long trips: Trips with duration equal or greater than 120 days.
T Long = (cti.stripping.endDate − cti.stuf f ing.startDate ≥ 120)

CTI - Quality Assessment Framework
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– Abnormally short trips: Trips with duration equal or shorter than 5 days.
T Short = (cti.stripping.endDate − cti.stuf f ing.startDate ≤ 5)
– Trips with multiple transshipments: Trips more than 3 transshipments.
T M ulti = (|cti.transship| > 3)
– Trips with prolonged initial phase: Trips having cumulative duration of stuffing and first-load phases equal or greater than 20 days.
T SDLong = (cti.loading.endDate − cti.stuf f ing.startDate ≥ 20)
– Trips with prolonged final phase: Trips having cumulative duration of finaldischarge and stripping phase sequal or greater than 20 days.
T ARLong = (cti.stripping.endDate − cti.discharging.startDate ≥ 20)
The semantic indicators defined below assess the structure and quality of the
CTI records through functions that highlight semantic inconsistencies.
– Trips with same location for load and discharge: Container trips having the
same location as origin and destination.
T Location = (cti.stuf f ing.location == cti.discharging.location)
– Trips with at least one transshipment and having the same vessel at the
loading and the discharging phases: During the container trip several transshipments may take place, i.e. the containers are being discharged from the
vessel and re-loaded to a different vessel.
T ODV essel =((cti.loading.vessel == cti.discharging.vessel)∧
(|cti.transship| ≥ 1))
– Trips joined with SAD declarations having different origin: In the EU, the
Single Administrative Document (SAD) [14] is used in the trade with third
countries and for moving non-EU goods within the EU. The SAD declaration
corresponding to the trip can be identified through the containerID and the
acceptance date of the goods in the EU. Then, to calculate this indicator we
are only interested in the field reporting the location of origin.
T SAD = (cti.stuf f ing.location 6= sad.location)
It is worth mentioning that the proposed framework is expandable and more
metrics can be introduced according to the domain, the resources and the desired
coverage that has to be achieved regarding the assessment of the model.
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Experimental Results

This section presents four different studies derived by using two different CTI
record computation models over two different data sources.
We have implemented two different CTI computation models: a rule-based
logic deterministic model and a sequence-based probabilistic one. The rule-based
model is defined by a complex set of deterministic rules manually induced by
an expert (that we denoted as RULES). The second model is obtained by the
application of the methodology described in [4] to construct a machine learning
model based on Conditional Random Fields (that we denoted as CRF).
For the application of the proposed methodology two parameters of the CTIQAF must be set up. For the cases presented in next subsections, we fix a
maximum value of 20% for the threshold of quantitative metrics (FDRTh), while
for the qualitative indicators’ threshold (QLTh) it is set up to 10%.
4.1

CTI-QAF applied to RULES models

In this section, CTI-QAF is applied to the CTI records obtained from two CSM
data collections (Carriers 1 and 2) by the RULES models. These collections are
part of the database of CSMs available within the ConTraffic project [6].
Case study 1: Analysis of the performance of the RULES model on
Carrier 1. The input data to the CTI-QAF is the set CTIset computed by
the RULES model. The number of containers processed for Carrier 1 by RULES
was 692,233, corresponding to active containers during the period 2010-2015.
The total amount of trips detected was 9,800,207.
The Stage A of the methodology measures quantitatively the performance of
the CTIset using a random set of trips. With this aim, 72 CTI records (CTIXset) were randomly selected from CTIset. Then, an expert was asked to obtain
the correct trips corresponding to those CTI records. A total of 70 ground-truth
CTI records (CTI-GT-Xset) were extracted. Based on this, a False Discovery
Rate (FDR) of 70.83% was obtained for the CTI-Xset (i.e., 51 wrong trips).
As the FDR exceed the threshold for quantitative metrics (FDRth=20%), the
CTI-QAF recommends to reconsider the model before continue.
We compute then the Precision, the Recall and the F1-Score metrics for each
CTI record’s phase. Table 1 compiles the values of these quantitative metrics,
showing problems in the proper identification of the discharging and stripping
phases. Thus, the methodology provides hints in order to improve the model
(e.g., creating new rules to better identify the final phases of the trips).
Case study 2: Analysis of the performance of the RULES model on
Carrier 2. In this scenario, we give as input to CTI-QAF the set of CTI records
generated by RULES (CTIset) from Carrier 2 data. 404,571 containers were
processed (for the period 2010-2015) and a total of 4,631,965 trips were detected.

CTI - Quality Assessment Framework
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Table 1. Quantitative results for stage A of the RULES model for Carrier 1
RULES model Precision (%) Recall (%) F1-Score (%)
Stuffing
100.00
88.24
93.75
First-load
98.49
91.55
94.89
Transshipment
94.12
94.12
94.12
Final-discharge
100.00
13.76
24.14
Stripping
61.11
28.21
28.60

In Stage A, the quantitative validation of CTIset was performed. With this
aim, 90 records (CTI-Xset) were randomly selected from CTIset and an expert
computed their ground-truth, obtaining 92 CTI records (CTI-GT-Xset).
The FDR for the RULES model was 14.29% (12 wrong trips) and since it does
not exceed the FDRth value we proceed to Stage B. The quantitative metrics
computed for the different phases returned high values (all above 80%).
In Stage B, the calculation of the qualitative indicators is carried out on the
CTIset. Table 2 shows the results for each indicator. As they are all below the
QLTh(10% in our case), the assessment continues to the next Stage.
Table 2. Qualitative results on the trips obtained by the RULES model for Carrier 2
RULES model Indicator value (%)
TLong
0.36
TShort
0.36
TMulti
0.05
TSDLong
0.73
TARLong
4.78
TLocation
0.21
TODVessel
0.09
TSAD
0.8

In Stage C, the ranked list of potentially wrong CTI records was obtained
(RListpwrongCTIset), and its first 90 trips were selected for quantitative evaluation (CTI-RXset). According to the expert, 92 ground-truth CTI records were
found (CTI-GT-RXset). The FDR obtained was 96.65%, which means that the
metrics for the selection of probably wrong trips have been effective.
Finally, the CTI-QAF can conclude that the model may have its most serious
problems in the detection of the transshipment phase (based on the F1-Score
obtained in the five phases, see Table 3).
4.2

CTI-QAF applied to CRF models

The CTI-QAF was applied to the CTI records obtained by CRF models as well,
something that demonstrates its versatility. These models were assessed using
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Table 3. Quantitative results for stage C of the RULES model for Carrier 2
RULES model Precision (%) Recall (%) F1-Score (%)
Stuffing
50.59
94.44
65.89
First-load
65.41
65.41
65.41
Transshipment
22.22
3.95
6.70
Final-discharge
66.67
47.69
55.61
Stripping
50.00
42.86
46.15

as input the same two different data sources than in previous case studies (see
Section 4.1).
Case study 3: Analysis of the performance of the CRF model on Carrier 1. In this case study, the CTIset was obtained after applying a CRF model
to data from Carrier 1. 5,970,005 CTI records were computed by this model.
Stage A of the CTI-QAF measures quantitatively the performance of the
CTIset using a random set of trips. Thus, 69 CTI records (CTI-Xset) were randomly selected from CTIset and an expert computed their ground-truth obtaining 70 CTI records (CTI-GT-Xset). The FDR was 13.18% (i.e., 10 trips wrong),
which is lower than the FDRth threshold (i.e., 20%) and hence the assessment
of the model can continue.
In Stage B, the qualitative indicators ranged from 0.03% to 3.5%, so they
passed the QLth threshold which is set to 10% for all metrics. The ranked list
RListpwrongCTIset is then constructed, which can be analyzed by the user in
order to further improve the CRF model.
Stage C allows the user to fine tuning the CTI construction model. To do this,
the first 69 trips (CTI-RXset) from RListpwrongCTIset were selected and an expert calculated the ground-truth of this set, obtaining 70 CTI records (CTI-GTRXset). Then, quantitative metrics for CTI records and phases are computed.
The FDR was 95.92%. The quantitative metrics obtained for each phase show
that the stuffing phase is often wrongly computed (F1-Score=34.88%).
Case study 4: Analysis of the performance of the CRF model on Carrier 2. The data set (CTIset) contained 3,327,561 CTI records, which were
computed by CRF on the data from Carrier 2 (described in previous sections).
In Stage A, we obtained the CTI-Xset extracting randomly 93 trips from the
CTIset. These CTI records were given to an expert, obtaining a ground-truth
set of 92 CTI records (CTI-GT-Xset). The FDR computed was 10.99% (i.e., 12
wrong trips), which allows continuing with the Stage B.
Then, the calculation of the qualitative results was carried out, showing that
in many cases the first two phases of the CTI records are not properly detected
(T SDLong = 7.31%). However, as all the indicators are below the qualitative
threshold, the set RListpwrongCTIset is obtained.
In Stage C, the first 93 trips from RListpwrongCTIset were selected for expert annotation. The quantitative metrics show a FDR of 97.13%. A deeper
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analysis revealed that the model had serious problems in the detection of the
transshipment (F1-Score=16.53%) and stuffing phases (F1-score=23.00%).

5

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, a quality assessment framework for large datasets of ContainerTrips Information (CTI) is proposed (CTI-QAF). The framework combines traditional quantitative metrics with domain specific qualitative indicators in order
to achieve an overall assessment of the constructed CTI records dataset. The
proposed CTI-QAF is able to assess the CTI records and also highlight the
aspects of the CTI computation model with more improvement potential.
Incoherent CTI records can easily jeopardize the risk analysis on the goods
route. The capacity of CTI-QAF to highlight potentially wrong records can be
used to support the risk assessment procedure itself by providing information on
the quality of each CTI record. Moreover, knowing the potentially wrong CTI
records is useful for analyzing in deep the problems of the computation model.
Two different case studies were presented to demonstrate the application of
the CTI-QAF. Two different CTI record computation models have been implemented; a sequence-based probabilistic model and a decision-tree based logic
deterministic one. The experimental results involved data from more than 1.1
million containers for two operators (Carrier 1 and Carrier 2), which led to the
assessment of more than 23 million trips constructed by the 2 models.
The experimental results shown the effectiveness of CTI-QAF to detect models with low performance at an early stage (see Case Study 1). It is also capable
to identify problematic cases, helping to improve the model (see Case Study 4).
With regard to future research lines that would extend the result of this paper, a methodology should be defined to help the users to select the appropriate
thresholds to be used in the framework. Moreover, the use of composite indicators could be useful to extend CTI-QAF in two directions. First, they could
be used to provide a more effective measure of the quality of a CTI record,
facilitating its integration on the risk assessment process. Second, a composite
indicator could be developed to provide a quality measure that could be used
to directly compare different computation models between them. Finally, it is
worth mentioning that the proposed framework is expandable and more qualitative metrics can be introduced depending on the domain, the resources and the
desired coverage that needs to be achieved regarding the model assessment.
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